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Executive Summary
The ability of Providence and Rhode Island’s diverse institutions
and private businesses to create jobs, conduct research, and
educate students will be substantially enhanced by collaborations
that promote innovation. Across the nation, such “innovation districts”
facilitate institutions and private businesses ability to cluster then
connect with start-ups, business incubators, and accelerators. Innovation
districts combine the economic driver of innovative talent in specialized
facilities with the powerful real estate trend of mixed-use live, work,
and play districts.
Providence has an opportunity to leverage public lands on the
footprint of the former I-195 highway to create an innovation
district. The I-195 Lands are a remnant of the I-195 Highway and are
located at the intersection of emerging urban neighborhoods and
significant employment assets in higher education, creative industries,
healthcare, business services, and more. These vacant lands present an
opportunity to implement a statewide economic strategy that will drive
scientific innovation, commercial growth, and regional economic
development. The I-195 Lands also offer a significant city-building
opportunity. An aggressive infrastructure and place-making strategy
focusing on high-quality open space, amenities, streets, and
transportation networks will help catalyze the revitalization of
Downtown Providence and support broader economic development.
-
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Rhode Island’s diverse array of growth industries offer significant
opportunities for the Providence Innovation and Design District to
define a distinct brand, develop unique physical spaces for
transdisciplinary collaboration, and attract institutions and firms across
diverse sectors. Business incubation and accelerator spaces, innovation
centers, and university and industry sponsored collaborative lab spaces
should support the development of growth industries and foster
transdisciplinary collaborations among anchor institutions and companies.
To create a successful innovation district, the State of Rhode Island
and the City of Providence should implement the following action
plan:
1. Form an organization charged with the creation of the district to
align and secure financial and physical commitments from
Providence’s anchor institutions and private businesses. This formal or
informal entity will leverage the strengths of the universities and
private sector to create a coordinated, aligned innovation effort.
2. Broaden the innovation district’s geography to include DownCity
and the Jewelry District in addition to the I-195 Lands and link its
strategy to the state’s economic development goals to incentivize a
funding platform.
3. Leverage the strengths of Providence’s anchor institutions to
provide opportunities for multi-university collaborations in
transdisciplinary research and practice areas, including biomedical
sciences, food, health and wellness, high design-content products, and
cyber security and data sciences. Build on existing collaborative
commitments and diversified strengths, integrating efforts of JWU,
Brown, RISD, and URI to anchor the innovation initiatives. Each should
commit to 250,000 to 500,000 SF in the District within 5 years.
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Executive Summary
4. Support infrastructure development, place-making strategies, and
private sector job creation with a true Master Plan. This Plan
should be anchored in a coordinated Open Space and Public Realm
Plan, establish a retail program, define appropriate locations for
particular uses, address the National Grid site and Garrahy Parking
Garage, and coordinate needed transportation infrastructure
investment.
5. Collaborate with Wexford Science & Technology and CV Partners
to develop buildings and urban amenities in Providence and
demonstrate the city’s strong commitment to the Innovation District’s
success.
6. Create an innovation center and prototyping lab for
collaboration between institutions and firms to anchor the
innovation district by defining physical space for future innovative
activity. This should begin by quickly taking advantage of the
Cambridge Innovation Center’s desire to locate in Providence by
providing temporary space at One Ship Street.
7. Attract a robust research and commercialization center to
facilitate the relocation of outside corporations to Providence and
promote problem-solving in high-value, creative sectors and others
where meaningful growth is occurring.

8. Access a world-class culture of design thinking at a new Product
Prototyping and Evaluation Lab to test new product and solutions
across multiple disciplines using state-of-the-art production
techniques and equipment.
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9. Staff a managing entity mandated to efficiently and responsibly
deliver funding, tools, and resources to support the rapid
implementation of an action plan and organize anchor involvement.
In addition, the management entity should define a strong brand
that creates an identity for the innovation district.

Innovation District Milestones
The nine step action plan includes milestones that contain near-term
actions and long-term considerations. Near-term milestones should be
reached within the first twelve months of implementation requiring focus
and financial resources The Innovation District should secure 3 to 5
potential private and institutional anchor partners to guide
transdisciplinary collaboration. Sizeable contributions to initial funding
should be committed by the institutions to their own expansion in the
Innovation District over the next five years. This action should be
supported by selecting a master developer, creating a dedicated
public funding platform, hiring key staff, and developing a district
master plan with a comprehensive infrastructure, parks and public realm
strategy. Immediately following the accomplishment of near-term
milestones, the construction of the Wexford/CV Partners Phase I should
be underway. In addition, the completion of the Garrahy Parking
Garage, development of a transit link to the train station, creation of a
signature park and transformation of the National Grid site, attraction
of a corporate innovation center, and establishment of a permanent
space for the Innovation Center should all have made substantial
progress. Programs that fund workforce development initiatives in
partnership with local academic institutions should be instituted. A
budget for State expenditures should be prepared immediately.
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Vision Statement
The Providence Design and Innovation District can become a preeminent, high-density, mixeduse, physical and social environment recognized for its unique facilitation of trans-disciplinary
collaborations together with the advancement of innovations through translational research and worldclass design thinking. Through facilities and activities that exist and occur in the district, products will
be pioneered, prototyped, evaluated, and entered into the market; human and societal problems will be
remedied and addressed.
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Rhode Island’s Strengths Cut Across Industries
The Innovation District should drive a new statewide economic
strategy to enhance scientific advancement, commercial innovation,
and regional economic development. Rhode Island has lost traction in
its high-value advanced industry sectors and can stimulate growth in
those sectors and catalyze state-wide economic growth through the
action items contained in this plan. Rhode Island’s diverse set of
advanced and opportunity industries are interconnected and complex,
requiring talent and cross-cutting solutions that draw on multiple
disciplines and fields of inquiry. In an increasingly spiky and competitive
global economy, Providence’s Innovation and Design District will help
the region attract, maintain, and retain employment.
Rhode Island’s seven growth industries should benefit from
significant cross-disciplinary interaction, and should reflect the
increasingly transdisciplinary nature of science and technology
driving the innovation economy. The State’s growth industries
increasingly require interactions and collaborations across life sciences,
physical sciences, food, health and wellness, mathematics, computational
sciences, engineering and design disciplines. Specific opportunities in
growth industries for Rhode Island reside largely at overlapping
intersections within these disciplines.
Physical space that recognizes and embraces the need for fluid
connectivity and multi-sectoral interactions is necessary to drive
Rhode Island’s current and emerging growth industries. The ongoing
growth of these and other industries in Rhode Island will demand unique
physical spaces that contribute to the specialized ecosystem needed for
empowering translational sciences, transdisciplinary collaborations,
innovation, and product commercialization.
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The I-195 Lands can provide space that facilitates interfacing,
conversations, and sharing of ideas – both accidental and planned –
that stimulate creative approaches to solving challenges and
creating innovations of commercial value. The development of the
innovation district will be crucial to the creation of unique translational
research partnerships between industry, universities, and the publicsector. A prototyping lab will provide access to the design thinking
expertise and culture, fostered in Providence by RISD, that is currently in
great demand across all sectors.

Rhode Island’s Growth Industries
Advanced Industries
• Advanced Business Services
• Biomedical Innovation*
• Cyber-Physical Systems & Data Analytics
• Design, Materials & Manufacturing*
• Maritime

Opportunity Industries
• Arts, Education & Tourism*
• Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
Source: Metropolitan Policy Program at Brookings
Institution and Battelle Technology Partnership Practice
analysis
Note: Food, Health, and Wellness included in these industries
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Establishing Global Partnerships
International Partnerships

Brown University

Each of the four world-class universities with a current or near-term
presence of significance in the Providence Design and Innovation District
has continued to build and expand partnerships with higher education
institutions around the world.

Brown University similarly has developed and sustained partnerships
with universities across the globe, from Brazil to Japan, Cuba, and the
United Kingdom. Brown, in fact, has partnerships with four or more
institutions of higher education or research institutes in Brazil, China,
India, Japan and Spain. These relationships provide opportunities for
undergraduate students to study abroad, graduate students to engage
with peers and mentors, faculty to conduct individual or collaborative
research with colleagues, and to implement innovative curricula for
students. These international collaborations also allow students, visiting
scholars, and faculty from partner universities to come to Brown and
participate in teaching, research, and community activities.

University of Rhode Island
With over 30 international academic partnerships, the University of
Rhode Island (URI) is connecting faculty and students to international
institutions and scholars, building and enhancing the curriculum, and
advancing research. This translates into expanded academic and
research opportunities for students at all levels. Although the
partnerships span the globe, most are with Asian universities. Typical
arrangements include:
• Reciprocal exchange of non-degree and degree students for a
semester or year.
• Admission of incoming international undergraduate and graduate
students that include earning, respectively, a degree from a partner
institution and URI (not a joint degree).
• Receive or send students to participate in collaborative research at a
partner institution.
• Receive or send a student intern to intern with an employer and/or
research firm overseas or Rhode Island employers with which URI has
a Memorandum of Understanding.

Specific examples include research projects between researchers
working in public or private research and/or teaching institutions in the
State of São Paulo in Brazil and researchers at Brown, and exchange of
faculty between Brown and the Indian Institute for Technology in
Bombay, India for ten days to conduct at least one mandatory lecture,
in addition to workshops, classroom visits, meals, and meetings with
colleagues.
Brown is currently focused on strengthening existing partnerships and on
exploring innovative approaches to the development of new
partnerships.

Specific example include dual PhD degree program between URI’s
College of Engineering and Ocean University of China, a agreement to
provide summer language and cultural immersion between URI’s
Colleges of Engineering and Business Administration and Tunghai
University in Taiwan.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Establishing Global Partnerships
Rhode Island School of Design

Johnson and Wales

RISD Global is a hub for discourse and cross-cultural exchange that
supports students, faculty and members of the RISD community on
campus and in the world. Its mission is committed to developing and
sustaining opportunities, programs and networks that address the
challenges, meanings, and importance of art and design in a global
context, and prepare creative agents for a changing world. Its main
roles are to:

JWU has specific study aboard programs for its students in 12 countries
around the globe. Through these programs, students are challenged to
develop and demonstrate valuable skills while learning more about
themselves and the world around them. Specific examples include a
summer semester Peruvian Cuisine or Baking & Pastry course in the
Universidad San Ignacio de Loyola in Peru, and a semester-long
Intercultural Management program with Sejong University in Seoul,
Korea.

• Work with RISD faculty, administrators and partners to host
international visitors to campus, including visiting delegations,
scholars, and artists.
• Create, develop, expand, and sustain RISD's global opportunities,
and networks of partners and programs.
• Co-create and lead forums for discussion and debate around issues
relating to art and design in a global context.
• Communicate RISD's global teaching, learning, and research to the
community and broader world.
• Support and advise students and members of the community about
global programs and opportunities, on and off campus.
• Advocate for the importance of global teaching and learning for,
and with, the RISD community and our peers.
Specific examples include collaboration between RISD and the
American Academy in Rome, which provides fellowships for RISD
students to conduct independent exploration with their counterparts in
Rome, and a five-week winter course in Paris that encourages
photography students at RISD to hone their technical skill and personal
vision.
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Making Providence Competitive
The 1-195 Lands are located at the intersection of emerging urban
neighborhoods and significant employment assets in higher
education, creative industries, healthcare, business services, and
more. The site offers access to the riverfront and proximity to
Providence’s developing food, entertainment, and arts clusters. The
removal of Highway I-195 presents a unique opportunity to create the
Providence Innovation and Design District: a meaningful, high-density
mixed-use physical and social environment recognized for its leadership
in transdisciplinary collaborations and urban design.
A vibrant Innovation District can be developed to provide an
environment that is purposefully collaborative, transdisciplinary,
and multi-functional. This District should contain the mixed assets and
amenities that appeal to the knowledge-workers, creative-class
individuals, and entrepreneurs who power the modern economy. This
plan will create an environment where creative artists, industrial
designers, programmers, life scientists, engineers, materials scientists,
social scientists, and others can purposefully interact to enhance
creativity, integration of ideas, and spur commercial innovation.
The Providence Innovation and Design District should leverage the
unique convergence of distinctive yet complementary world-class
institutions and business sectors. The District can attract innovators,
entrepreneurs, institutions, and existing businesses seeking a stimulating
modern environment that promotes creative thinking and problem
solving. As innovation remains a source of competitive advantage for
high-value firms, strategically located innovation districts with welldeveloped innovation centers, academic partnerships, branding, and
urban realm components are attracting corporate innovators interested
in collaborative activity occurring in increasingly urban areas.
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The Providence Innovation and Design District
should contain:
Collaborative research, office, and lab space: University
and industry sponsored collaborative innovation center, including
an intensely programed events space, highly competitive business
incubation and accelerator space, and well equipped prototyping
and maker-spaces • Internship opportunities to support local
students • Collaborative research institutes that span multiple
universities and private sector companies • Corporate
commercialization centers that employ local residents.

Infrastructure and place-making: High quality open space
and public amenities • Lively and active streets and meeting
spaces • Significant density of residential and retail uses • Highly
connected transportation network.
Creating the Innovation District requires the immediate completion
of near-term, small, but important actions and the execution of
long-term, more substantial projects. Near-term actions include
fostering a highly programed innovation center that can anchor the
Providence Innovation Ecosystem and function as a hub for all
ecosystem actors and interested Providence residents. Long-term
actions include the creation of significant real estate and urban realm
improvements, including the construction of the Wexford/CV Partners
Phase 1, creating superbly designed urban amenities, and attracting
corporations to innovate in Providence. The State and City should
take action on both the near-term and long-term actions today to
create an Innovation District that can transform Providence and
support sustainable statewide economic growth into the future.
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Drivers of Innovation District Success
To create a successful Innovation District the State of Rhode Island and City of Providence
should address six key challenges.
1. Partners: Facilitating institutional, private sector, and government collaboration.
2. Ecosystem Innovation: Ensuring tools, resources, and physical spaces promote a culture of innovation.
3. Urban Realm: Creating density and mix of uses that attracts innovative talent and firms.
4. Workforce Development: Ensuring education and training exists to fill the innovation talent pipeline.
5. Financing: Funding capital improvements and operating programs to support innovation.
6. Branding: Identifying industry sectoral strengths to focus innovation district development.
These challenges were identified through a series of case study research that can be found in the Appendix to this report. Innovation Districts in St.
Louis, Detroit, Winston-Salem, Kitchener-Waterloo, Baltimore, and Buffalo were studied.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Build Upon the Partner and Ecosystem Momentum
1. Partners: Facilitating institutional, private sector, 2. Ecosystem Innovation: Ensuring tools, resources,
and government collaboration.

and physical spaces promote a culture of innovation.

Momentum:

Momentum:

Important anchor institutions and firms are beginning to coalesce.
Brown, URI, JWU, RISD, Lifespan, and the Rhode Island Foundation
have expressed interest in future collaborations with the I-195
Commission to create an innovation district that leverages the I-195
Lands.

Leading national innovation facility operators are looking for
immediate space in Providence. CV Partners is working with
Cambridge Innovation Center to create a temporary innovation
center, located in 20,000 SF at One Ship Street. This space can be
additive to the existing Providence Innovation Ecosystem.

Goal:

Goal:

Establish an organized consortia of academic institutions, medical
centers, private sector, and non-profits anchored around a single
vision and committed to financial participation of Innovation District
development and implementation.

Create a physical home to support innovation activity to anchor and
grow the ecosystem. The facility should include incubators, shared
offices, and event space filled with frequent collaborative
programing.

Lessons from Case Studies:

Lessons from Case Studies:

Aligning 3 to 5 partners catalyzed key public investments which led to
innovation district success in St. Louis, Detroit, Winston-Salem and
Baltimore. Initial financial commitments of $2 million to $30 million
from anchor partners initiated efforts to form the innovation districts
and provided the platform for significant public-sector support
through tax-increment financing, historical preservation tax credits,
and brownfield remediation tax credits.

Developing a 20,000 to 50,000 SF innovation center can act as an
ideal focal point for partner collaboration and jumpstart the District.
The Communitech innovation hub in Kitchener-Waterloo’s renovated
warehouse building is recognized as the driver of the region’s tech
ecosystem, sharing collaborative space with prominent private and
institutional anchors. Innovation centers across nearly all innovation
districts were located in reused or renovated buildings, supported by
public-sector tax credits or grants.
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Improve the Physical Environment and Talent Pipeline
3. Urban Realm: Creating density and mix of 4. Workforce Development: Ensuring education
uses that attracts innovative talent and firms.
Momentum:
Developers with national experience and demonstrated capacity are
actively interested in Downtown Providence. Wexford and CV
Partners are already shaping the Innovation District in Providence.
Other districts have attempted to attract Wexford to their city.
Providence should capitalize on Wexford’s interest and act pursue the
opportunity to create a high-quality, amenity-rich, and mixed-use
development.

Goal:
Develop a comprehensive Master Plan and partner with entities who
are committed and capable of developing mixed-use projects
focused on improving public realm and urban infrastructure.

Lessons from Case Studies:
St. Louis, Baltimore, and Winston-Salem engaged Wexford to build
large-scale mixed-use developments, catalyzing new infrastructure
and public-realm investments. Private-sector development was
supported by $12 million to $34 million in public-sector tax credits
and hundreds of millions in public-private urban realm financing in all
three cases. For example, in Winston-Salem, the public-sector
relocated rail lines, buried transmission lines, widened streets, and
developed a destination park to ready the innovation district for
Wexford’s developments.
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and training exists to fill the innovation talent
pipeline.
Momentum:
Key universities are expanding student retention efforts and
furthering collaborations between students and companies. Interviews
with Brown, URI, JWU, and RISD have indicated a desire to ensure
that students remain in Providence and are supported in ways that
allow them to contribute to the innovation economy. Additionally, the
Stay Invested in RI Wavemaker Fellowship program will help retain
STEM, finance, and design graduates.

Goal:
Encourage academic institutions to strengthen the talent pipeline of
existing residents, current students, and new community members.

Lessons from Case Studies:
In Kitchener-Waterloo and Baltimore, collaborative workforce
development initiatives were implemented in partnership with local
academic institutions. The University of Waterloo offers a nonacademic dormitory incubator for its most entrepreneurial students,
which cost $1 million per year to operate. The University also runs a
co-op program placing hundreds of students in local tech firms every
year. The UMB BioPark in Baltimore developed a joint associates
degree program with a local community college at its facilities. All of
the programs received strong pubic-sector support.
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Leverage Financial and Marketing Resources
5. Financing: Funding capital improvements and 6. Branding: Identifying industry strengths to focus
operating programs to support innovation.
Momentum:
The State of Rhode Island passed a comprehensive package of
economic incentives that will support Innovation District development.
Tax credits for real estate development, tax increment financing, tax
stabilization agreements, the First Wave Closing Fund, and the I-195
Development Fund are new financing tools that should be used to
build new physical spaces for innovation and help catalyze new real
estate development.

Goal:
Provide significant public financing to support capital and
programming activities.

Lessons from Case Studies:
In St. Louis and Winston-Salem, financing for urban realm
improvements were structured through carefully structured multilayered public, private, and institutional anchor partnerships. Federal
competitive grants, state transportation funding, and city TIFs were all
supplemented with anchor and master-developer funds allocated
through the Cortex consortia in St. Louis. In Detroit, the public and
philanthropic sector partnered to fund programs encouraging anchor
institutions to commit to local procurement, purchasing, and hiring
along with a set of housing incentives designed to encourage anchor
employees to move to and invest in Midtown Detroit.
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innovation district development and tenant attraction
strategies.
Momentum:
The Metropolitan Policy Program at Brookings Institution and Battelle
Technology Partnership Practice identified seven high-potential
growth areas of competitive advantage to emphasize future
innovation district growth in Providence. These industries can build
upon and leverage the unique convergence of Rhode Island’s
academic and business leaders. These are areas of potential growth.
The brand for the District should emerge from those industries clusters
committed to locating that growth in the innovation hub.

Goal:
Incorporate specific regional sectoral strengths from committed
institutions into tenant attraction and marketing.

Lessons from Case Studies:
Innovation districts in St. Louis and Winston-Salem developed distinct
brands by focusing on anchor partner and regional sectoral strengths.
Both attracted major brand tenants who have developed their
national headquarters in conjunction with Wexford within the
innovation district, contributing to cluster development and job growth.
Wexford helped attract biotech firms in Winston-Salem by
developing state of the art wet-laboratory spaces, catering to the
innovation districts brand.
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Providence’s 9-Step Action Plan
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#1: Form an Organization Charged with Creating the District
Providence Innovation and Design District Advisory Council

Mission

Providence’s anchor institutions and businesses currently operate
independently of one another, creating silos of capital and innovative
capabilities. Leadership should form an organization charged with
establishing the district through securing financial and physical
commitments from anchor partners. The organization should rapidly
leverage the willingness of Providence’s key research and educational
stakeholders to implement the District vision.

Develop, manage, and secure financing for collaborative programing
and capital infrastructure to support transdisciplinary partnerships for
the continued growth of Providence’s innovation economy.

Institutional Interest
The Rhode Island economy is comprised of a diverse range of
universities and associated academic and institutional strengths, major
federal defense research operations, and emerging clusters of
innovative private-sector businesses. Anchor institutions and businesses
currently act independently of one another and function in silos of
innovation. Collectively, these organizations present an opportunity to
facilitate collaborations and multi-institution partnerships under a
coordinating entity charged with directing the creation of the
Providence Innovation and Design District. This high-level advisory
board should secure financial and physical commitments from anchor
partners to address Providence’s six key challenge areas to ensure the
success of the Innovation and Design District.
The leaders of Brown, URI, RISD, JWU, and other key research and
education stakeholders have exhibited a willingness to create intra- and
inter-institutional transdisciplinary collaborations. This openness to
collaboration should be leveraged to convene the anchors. Leaders of
the anchor Providence institutions should align their visions and commit
resources to the creation of the Innovation and Design District.

Members
Engage 3 to 5 partner institutions. Representatives should be senior
leaders with both strategic insight and operational authority.

Financial Commitments
As demonstrated in other successful innovation districts, each partner will
need to allocate a portion of their existing spending to support the
Innovation District. Based on the experience of other districts, an
aggregate of $3 million to $5 million of dedicated funding will support
District creation.

Space Commitments
Brown University: 200,000 SF
University of Rhode Island: 100,000 SF*
Johnson and Wales: 150,000 SF

Resource Commitments
Academic partners should dedicate faculty time to advising and
mentoring start-ups within the incubators and accelerators; as well as
establishing funding mechanisms supporting business formation and
growth. Each should also contribute meaningful resources to support
frequent ecosystem events and programs at the Innovation Center.
*subject to approval by the State of Rhode Island General Assembly

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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#2: Broaden the Geography and Link to Statewide Strategy
Innovation Cannot be Limited to the I-195 Lands

Citywide Benefits

The Providence Innovation and Design District should be greater than
the I-195 Lands’ boundaries. The I-195 Lands are a remnant of a
former highway, resulting in an atypical land form and a lack of
cohesive space. At just 25 acres, the proposed footprint of the District
is significantly smaller than comparable innovation districts in St. Louis,
Detroit, San Francisco, and Winston-Salem, which all range from 145
to 300 acres. Broadening the planned innovation district to
incorporate DownCity and the Jewelry District will increase the
District’s size to nearly 320 acres and include key anchor institutions
such as JWU and URI. This scale has proven successful in cities across
the nation and allows for a longer-term development vision and
master plan. Expanding the district will ensure that the I-195 Lands
are no longer identifiable as a divisive former highway. Combining
the unique warehouse building stock of the Jewelry District with the
density and mix of uses present in DownCity will create an
environment that promotes innovation and problem-solving in highvalue, knowledge-intensive sectors.

An expanded innovation district centered on the I-195 Lands also
presents an opportunity to develop a comprehensive district
Infrastructure, Open Space and Public-Realm Plan, integrating the
broader area in a cohesive design framework. Signature open spaces
and transportation networks enhancing connectivity should be prioritized.
New high-quality housing developments should be encouraged
throughout the Innovation District. Already, Downtown Providence’s job
density is greater than other city’s with active innovation districts,
including the downtown’s of St. Louis, Winston-Salem, and Detroit, though
each of these downtown’s remain challenged. However, Downtown
Providence’s residential density is not strong enough to create an
energetic place for innovation. Supporting the addition of 500 new
residential units as a initial goal will increase its vibrancy and support
greater retail and other innovation economy amenities which should lead
to more substantial increases in density over time.

DownCity

Jewelry
District
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Statewide Benefits
The Providence Innovation and Design District’s strategy should be linked
to the broader statewide effort to encourage growth in key economic
sectors. The District should work to attract business and corporate
research centers that align with Rhode Island’s priority areas through
targeted branding and outreach activities. The Innovation District should
also incentivize sector-specific entrepreneurship and incubation activities,
and work with local academic institutions to bolster programs to train
workforce in these sectors. Positioning the Innovation District as an explicit
target of the State’s efforts to grow certain economic sectors will help
incentivize a funding platform for further innovation and business
formation in Providence.
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#3: Leverage the Strengths of the Providence Anchor Institutions
Transdisciplinary Collaboration
Providence’s strengths across multiple academic institutions should be
leveraged to forge unique transdisciplinary research and innovation
partnerships that encourage engagement with industry and support
growth industries. Developing facilities and programs that actively
facilitate transdisciplinary collaborations will bring together faculty,
students, research sponsors, and corporate innovators from diverse
fields and backgrounds. The amalgamation of multiple collaborative
disciplines will enable the Providence Innovation and Design District to
address significant opportunities relevant to the region’s growth
industries.

Existing Collaborations and Diversified Strengths
Across the universities, commitments to the Providence Innovation and
Design District vision exists today. JWU’s College of Culinary Arts and
Brown’s Alpert Medical School launched a collaborative pilot program
in 2012 to offer a joint curriculum for medical students, food scientists,
and chefs to combine skills and knowledge in new approaches to health
and wellness. JWU is seeking to expand this collaboration with Brown
Medical and the URI Nursing School to develop a nutrition-focused
health sciences research center. Focused on innovative new foodmedical distribution systems, the research center could help attract large
food corporations to the Providence Innovation and Design District.

STEAM Engine: Brown, NUWC, RISD, and URI are collaborating on joint
work at the intersection of industrial design and new manufacturing
technologies.
Center for Excellence in Undersea Technology: NUWC and URI are
pooling expertise on ocean science and engineering to develop
technologies for marine environmental protection and homeland security
applications.
Cyber Security: Brown, Roger Williams, and URI are all collaborating
on three cyber-security initiatives including the URI Digital Forensics and
Cyber Security Center, the Brown Cyber Security Center, and the Roger
Williams FANS lab.
Food, Health and Wellness: JWU and Brown Medical have offered a
joint curriculum for medical students, food scientists, and chefs to
combine skills and knowledge in new approaches to health and
wellness.
Rhode Island Consortium for Nanoscience and Nanotechnology
(RIN3): Brown and URI are collaborating to develop joint nanoscience
infrastructure and R&D programs.
Joint Nursing Facility: Brown, URI, and Rhode Island College have
launched a join initiative to train nurses and collaborate with regional
health systems in the restored South Street Power Station.

Collaborative academic partnerships among the Rhode Island
Universities span a diverse sets of institutions, industries and initiatives.
Current collaborations include:

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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#3: Leverage the Strengths of the Providence Anchor Institutions (cont.)
Opportunities for Continued Collaboration
Providence’s core competencies in academic research across its
institutions can be leveraged for the future development of robust
collaborative initiatives across each growth industry. Opportunities for
multi-university collaborations within Providence are evolving - including,
JWU and Brown’s experience developing programs at the intersection
of nutrition, culinary arts, and food-medical distribution systems, with
complementary offerings from URI’s Department of Nutrition and Food
Sciences, JWU’s culinary arts programs and RISD’s packaging,
illustration, and industrial design programs.
Four areas of collaboration are can be anchored in the Providence
Innovation and Design District:
Biomedical Sciences: Developing collaboration between Brown and
URI in neuroscience, together with associated competencies in medical
device design and engineering, biopharmaceuticals, and mood and
movement disorders presents opportunities for innovation in neurological
devices and biopharmaceuticals for neurological and psychiatric
applications. JWU and Brown’s experience developing programs at the
intersection of nutrition, culinary arts, and food-medical distribution
systems is another opportunity area for further multi-university
collaborations. URI’s Department of Nutrition and Food Sciences, JWU’s
culinary arts programs and RISD’s packaging, illustration, and industrial
design programs promise opportunities for future collaboration.
High Design-Content Products: Bringing together the world-class
industrial design and arts capacity of RISD with the engineering, data
science, and life science expertise of Brown, URI and others, there is an
opportunity to leverage these strengths to form a holistic and integrated
product design and development program that would be a unique
draw for industry partnerships and collaborations.
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Food, Health and Wellness: Expanding the JWU and Brown Medical
collaboration to include the URI Nursing School to develop a nutritionfocused health sciences research center. Focused on innovative foodmedical distribution systems, the research center could help attract large
food corporations to the Providence Innovation and Design District.
Data Sciences, Security and Cyber-Physical Systems Development:
Focusing on cyber security for embedded and connected systems, and in
big data analytics in life science, defense, financial and other
application areas is possible. The combination of Brown’s diverse
strengths in computer science and mathematics, URI’s capabilities in
computational sciences, and expertise at the Navy Undersea Warfare
Center (NUWC), provide distinct capabilities around which the
transdisciplinary industry may be formed within the District.
Providence’s focus areas of can leverage existing collaborations to
build R&D momentum in the Innovation and Design District.
Universities are also developing multi-institutional collaborations around
key sectors, and should be supported with shared innovation space
within redeveloped and purpose-built facilities. Together JWU, Brown,
URI, and RISD are well-positioned to provide the necessary resources,
programs, and vision in the near-term to lead initiatives that will drive
the future success of the District.

Innovation and Design District Development Program:
• 20,000-50,000 SF Innovation Center
• Up to 500,000 SF Academic Space
• Up to 500 Residential Units
• Commercialization Centers
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#4: Support Infrastructure and Place-Making Strategies
Thoughtful, Excellent Urban Realm is Important
Place-making, public realm, and infrastructure improvements are
essential to creating prosperous innovation districts that attract
innovative and cross disciplinary firms and workforce. Key stakeholders
can help drive the success of the Providence Innovation and Design
District by supporting true master plan development, infrastructure
investment, coordinated open space and public realm improvements,
and significant transportation investments. While thoughtful master
planning takes time, temporary, tactical urbanist strategies such as food
truck rallies and temporary infrastructure can also be encouraged to
animate the I-195 Lands today.

Master Plan
Providence should commission a Master Plan that addresses the need
for significant streetscape and infrastructure improvements, articulating
a vision for the District’s public realm. As in other locations, master
planning efforts should focus on a mix of uses, setting aside parcels for
housing, retail, hotels, open spaces, and public amenities. The Master
Plan’s development goals should outline infrastructure, transit, and
public realm improvements along with anticipated total square
footages at the District’s future build-out. Focusing on a comprehensive
public realm strategy, the Master Plan can help transform the Jewelry
District’s neglected streets, large surface parking lots, and inconsistent
lighting. The Plan should call for physical spaces such as the Innovation
Center’s co-working facilities and incubators to be situated in central,
highly visible, and accessible locations that span both indoor and
outdoor environments. In addition, anchor institutions and companies
should be engaged in the development of the Master Plan, allowing
individual plans and vision to coalesce into a unified document for the
Providence Innovation and Design District.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Winston-Salem streetscape improvements

Baltimore Innovation District master plan
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#4: Support Infrastructure and Place-Making Strategies (cont.)
Coordinated Open Space Strategy
To establish an identity and build attractive amenities, Providence needs
to create a signature open space and a coordinated network of
programmed parks throughout the Providence Innovation and Design
District. Dynamic improvements to open space and the public realm in
urban centers are a critical driver of economic development and
downtown transformation, as has been seen in many North American
cities in recent years. Signature projects, such as the High Line and
Brooklyn Bridge Park in New York, and Millennium Park in Chicago,
have helped transform conventional downtowns into mixed-use districts,
attracting critical residential populations, improving the quality of life,
and building a more competitive city. The Providence Innovation and
Design District’s Infrastructure, Parks and Open Space Plan should aim
to attract multiple layers of users to ensure consistent vitality and
activation through programming, unlock value for real estate and
community development, and undertake practical and achievable
interventions in a densely built urban area to ensure that investments
produce maximum effect. The District’s Infrastructure, Parks and Open
Space Plan should be supported by a high standard of capital
investment and operations and maintenance through creative, public,
private, and institutional approaches to financing.

Signature Bridge
A new pedestrian bridge should connect Fox Point and eastern
Providence to the Jewelry District. The bridge’s design excellence should
be incorporated into the signature waterfront park, providing gathering
spaces for residents and workers, highlighting the city’s history,
creativity and innovation. The Bridge should be the beginning of an
integrated system of open spaces moving into the Jewelry District.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

St. Louis innovation district signature open space
National Grid Strategy
The National Grid riverfront property presents an opportunity to
improve a critically located parcel of land for well-planned
waterfront linkages and connectivity to the South Street Landing
Project. Currently, the property is unsightly, blocks access to the
riverfront, and the seawall along National Grid’s site and southward in
front South Street Landing are in need of rebuilding. These actions
would require significant public support and a fully coordinated effort
between various government and regulatory bodies. Despite the high
costs and risks, transforming the National Grid site will combine the
open space strategy and the South Street Landing project into an
immediate and tangible initial phase of the Providence Innovation and
Design District.
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#4: Support Infrastructure and Place-Making Strategies (cont.)
Infrastructure Investment Strategy
In tandem with the Master Plan, Providence should develop a significant
infrastructure fund to support Providence Innovation and Design District’s
development and transform the area’s current barriers to active street
life and active ecosystem collaboration. Providence should solicit and
dedicate government, private, and anchor funds for major amenities,
streetscape, and public-realm repairs and improvements to create value
and improve the attractiveness of the Providence Innovation and Design
District.

Garrahy Judicial Complex Garage
The District lacks sufficient parking to support future development. The
State’s redevelopment of the Garrahy Judicial Complex parking lot into
a seven-level 1,250-space parking garage is estimated to cost
approximately $45 million. The site will include ground-floor retail and
is expected to serve future Providence Innovation and Design District
development-driven demand. Bonds are planned to be issued to finance
development and the State has released $500,000 for the planning
process, including a request for proposals. The garage should move
forward to support future development in the District.

Proposed rail link to train station and airport

Transportation Connectivity
Providence should ensure sufficient funding for a transit link from the
District to the City’s Amtrak train station, and if financially feasible to
connect to the airport. Improving connectivity both within and outside the
Providence Innovation and Design District is helpful in attracting tenants
and supporting future density and uses. Continued public-sector
financing for transportation infrastructure will be required to realize the
District’s full potential as a vibrant and mixed-use area.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Location of future Garrahy Garage
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#5: Collaborate with Wexford and CV Partners
Master Developer

Coordinate With Major Investments

Induced innovation districts are often aided by a professional and wellcapitalized master developer. Wexford Science and Technology is a
national leader in developing physical spaces and urban amenities in
mixed-use innovation districts. The developer has expressed a strong
interest in Providence, proposing a one million square foot mixed-use
life sciences complex in partnership with CV Properties. The City and
State should demonstrate a strong commitment to Wexford/CV Partners
to ensure the success of the Providence Innovation and Design District.
The master developer and the public should work together to create
place-making, public realm, and urban amenities that demonstrate a
strong commitment to the Providence Innovation and Design District. The
proposed mixed-use life sciences complex by Wexford and CV
Properties is essential to catalyzing Providence’s Innovation and Design
District. This complex is expected to be the cornerstone of the
Providence Innovation and Design District, and commercially reasonable
efforts should be made to make the deal a success.

The first phase of the Wexford/CV Partners development is planned to
include nearly 500,000 SF of academic, research, residential, hotel,
and parking space anchored by Brown’s research and development
efforts and School of Professional Studies. Providence should
demonstrate its commitment by securing the development of this initial
phase and supporting other large projects in the Jewelry District,
including the South Street Landing project. Coupled with a concurrent
effort to enhanced open space and increased housing in the broader
downtown area, these efforts will enhance Providence’s brand and
create a dynamic mixed-use Innovation and Design District, re-enforcing
Wexford’s proven excellence in master planning districts that help
catalyze innovation.

Proven Excellence
Wexford is a national leader in developing physical spaces and urban
amenities in mixed-use innovation districts. The master developer’s
record of success in St. Louis, Winston-Salem, Baltimore, and more can
be leveraged in Providence as a catalyst for early stage public-sector
and anchor investments in the Innovation and Design District. Innovation
districts that have partnered with Wexford have demonstrated an
upswing in firm attraction and job growth. With a similarly sized first
phase, St. Louis is now supporting 200 tenants and over 3,500 jobs.
Innovation districts throughout the country have spent years attempting
to attract Wexford, Providence should capitalize on the master
developer’s interest by ensuring its success.
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Commit to Wexford
Wexford/CV Partners are in active negotiations with the I-195
Commission. The City and the State should support the I-195 Commission
to ensure the negotiations are successful and Wexford is engaged to
construct its proposed Phase I. The deal should be mutually beneficial
for both the public and Wexford/CV Partners. To ensure that the
project helps catalyze future innovation, the I-195 Commission should
incorporate into the deal, goals for a mix of ground floor uses, including
CV Partners/Wexford’s contemplated food hall, targets for design
excellence, and preferences for businesses cultivated through anchor
institution collaborations. The negotiations should be completed in the
near-term and the City and State should facilitate a streamlined land
use approvals process to reduce the time between deal execution and
ribbon cutting ceremony.
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#6: Develop a Center for Innovation
A Center for Innovation and Collaboration

Event and Meeting Forum

Providence should develop a center for collaboration and interaction
that provides the physical space for future innovative activity and
defines a brand for the Innovation and Design District. The center should
be comprised of incubator, co-working environments, lab and
prototyping spaces and events and meeting spaces. Cambridge
Innovation Center, a leading full-service office facilities operator, has
expressed interest in being part of the Providence Innovation Center.

The Innovation Center should contain civically-oriented meeting and
events space, hosting year-round events, seminars, and educational
programs to bolster community development, gather entrepreneurs, and
build formal and informal relationships in the District. The space should
be filled with both events and continuous offerings of food and
beverage to encourage casual convening. Innovative JWU culinary
creations should be prominently featured, creative RISD prototypes
should be showcased, and integrated health initiatives should be
promoted. Anchor institution faculty, staff, students, and alumni as well
as Providence’s Innovation Ecosystem community members should be
welcomed at the Innovation Center and treat it as their home for
innovation and collaboration.

Temporary Location – One Ship Street
An immediate and temporary location has the potential to help catalyze
the formation of the Innovation and Design District. One Ship Street in
the Jewelry District has been suggested as a likely temporary location
to house Cambridge Innovation Center. As a near-term action this space
should be implemented quickly to define the District’s brand and
provide a strong platform for future anchor collaboration.

Innovation Space
In addition to Cambridge Innovation Center, the proposed Hub should
provide support services and accelerate the work being conducted in
the Providence Innovation and Design District through incubation
programs and shared innovation spaces that include wet-labs,
commercial kitchens, and design and manufacturing prototyping labs.
Incubators in other innovation centers managed by Cambridge
Innovation Center provide venture services, networking opportunities,
mentorship, temporary office space, and advisory serves for
entrepreneurs looking to grow their ideas and companies. St. Louis’ new
Cambridge Innovation Center in a Wexford developed facility began
with 20 founding tenants, with room for up to 75 tenants in a 32,000 SF
space sharing facilities with anchor universities and medical centers.
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Commitment to Providence
Organizations that benefit from the Innovation Center’s incubation
resources should demonstrate a commitment to Providence through hiring
graduating students from local universities and committing to rent
market-rate space in the Providence Innovation and Design District,
following matriculation from the incubator.

Operations
In the initial years, the Center should have dedicated funding from the
District Advisory Council. Programing and business support services
should be guaranteed by anchor partners with a multi-year commitment
to supporting the Center. To market the incubation services, the center
should choose resident firms through a highly selective and wellpublicized competition. In addition to business support, funds should be
allocated to facilitate venture capital investment in the resident firms.
Financial support should be competitively managed with minimal
requests for ownership stakes in the firms.
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#7: Attract Corporate Research and Commercialization Centers
Strengthen Targeted Industries

Capitalize on Corporate Trends

The Providence Innovation and Design District presents a significant
long-term opportunity to attract leading corporations that would
strengthen Rhode Island’s targeted growth industries, through creation
of corporate research labs and commercialization centers. Industrial
research, development, and design no longer take place in the mid20th century suburban research park. Increasingly, spatially isolated
corporate campuses are being replaced or supplemented by the
creation of urban research labs located in vibrant mixed-use downtown
areas near anchor institutions, most notably research universities and
medical campuses. The Providence Innovation and Design District is wellpositioned to respond to these changing needs.

Corporate research labs are attracted to well-established innovation
districts. Leading bioscience firms such as Pfizer, Novartis, and CVS
have recently opened new research and commercialization spaces in
Boston looking to take advantage of the nearby clustering of academic
institutions, sector-specific talent, hospitals, innovation centers, and
startups. In Atlanta, AT&T, NCR, Panasonic, and ThyssenKrupp have all
responded to the Tech Square Innovation District initiative near Georgia
Tech University by establishing R&D labs and offices. In downtown
Kitchener-Waterloo, Google operates its largest Canadian office in a
shared, reused space with the city’s leading innovation center and the
incubation facilities of a local university.

Commercialization Components

Many of the nation’s fastest growing and most advanced firms are
supplementing internal R&D initiatives with new open and networked
innovation models. These models are best served by well-established
urban innovation districts that have developed a critical mass of
clustered talent, cutting-edge facilities, and institutional anchors. The
Providence Innovation and Design District has the components in place
that may develop this critical mass, and should set a long-term goal to
attract corporate research labs that should accelerate the pace of
innovation and strengthen the region’s growth industries.

As the Providence Innovation Ecosystem activates and expands,
corporations will start to see Providence as a hub for innovative talent
and activity. As the interest develops from established corporations that
align with targeted growth industries, the City and State should
incentivize the creation of corporate research labs and
commercialization centers that encourage collaboration within the
Providence Innovation Ecosystem. The facility should include ground
floor retail to activate the street and promote the District as a lively and
attractive place to innovate. The Commercialization Center should be
developed by the corporations, and the corporations should commit to
employing people in Providence. If interest from corporations is slow to
develop, the City and State should work together to create a developer
RFP process to jump-start the process.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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#8: Access a World-Class Culture of Design Thinking at a Product
Prototyping and Evaluation Lab
Culture of Design Thinking

Staff

A new, cutting-edge Product Prototyping and Evaluation Lab located
within the Providence Innovation and Design District will enable
engineers, scientists, designers, and artists to combine their expertise in
practical, creative, and solution-focused ways that will bring new
concepts to market faster and more efficiently.

This independent development center will include university researchers
as well as dedicated staff. Each university’s strengths will be integrated
and leveraged as needed for specific product development projects. In
this manner, RISD’s strengths in industrial design and graphic design
could be combined with Brown’s data science department, Johnson and
Wales’ culinary expertise, and the University of Rhode Island’s
engineering prowess to create new and exiting concepts.

Applying Design to Modern Business
Today’s technology and business solutions are increasingly complex and
require iterative approaches that focus on user experience, simulation,
prototyping, and evaluation. Major companies such as PepsiCo,
Samsung, IBM, and GE are incorporating design thinking into prototypes
for new ideas, products, and services – creating new opportunities for
Providence. The Product Prototyping and Evaluation Lab will serve to
grow in-state companies and attract out-of-state companies to
Providence and the State of Rhode Island.

Empathize

Define

Diverse Product Development
The Product Prototyping and Evaluation Lab will include the following
activities that span across the alpha and beta stages of product
development:

Ideate

• Low resolution modeling and rapid prototyping
• Computer modeling and finite element analysis

• Early expert evaluation teams

Test

Prototype

• Computer rendering
• High resolution prototyping
• Consumer testing,
evaluation
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

sensory

evaluation,

and

psycho-social
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#9: Staff and Fund a Managing Entity
Implementation Structure
In order to fully realize the potential of Providence’s Innovation and Design
District, a dedicated entity, that could be a division of the Rhode Island
Commerce Corporation, should ensure that the proper tools and resources are
available to support rapid strategic implementation and facilitate the
collaboration among the anchor institutions within the Providence Innovation and
Design District Advisory Council. While the Advisory Council should exist to align
anchor partners around a common district vision, the Advisory Council needs to
be supported by a managing organization that is mandated with executing
action plans. The managing entity and its staff should have the capability to
convene the committed anchor partner institutions and key public stakeholders
necessary to make decisions regarding the creation of an innovation center,
execution of the Wexford/CV Partners deal, development of urban realm
improvements, and expansion of the Innovation and Design District beyond the I195 Lands. This entity should be mandated to efficiently allocate the $25 million
I-195 Development Fund along with any additional funds to progress key
actions.

Management
Staffing should recognize the broad array of funding requirements, development
approvals, programming needs, and anchor management that is required to
successfully execute a vision for the Innovation and Design District. At least 3 to 5
full-time staff members should be dedicated to organize and implement the
Innovation and Design District action plan.

Brand, Programming, and Curation
The implementing structure should oversee and guide the Innovation and Design
District’s brand, identity and presence to enhance marketability to potential
tenants. Ongoing curation should occur to ensure the mix of uses, amenities and
services to facilitate optimal development of the District.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Key Milestones and Timeline
One Month to
Six Months

Near-term:
•

•

Define district brand and identity
informed by Providence’s sectoral
strengths.
Broaden district geography to include
surrounding DownCity and Jewelry
District.

•

Dedicate funds and 3 to 5 staff to
implement action plan.

•

Secure temporary location and
academic partnerships in support of
Cambridge Innovation Center
operations in Providence.

•

Develop partnership with Wexford and
CV Partners to create its proposed
initial phase, ensuring rapid
development timeline.

•

Pave the way for the Garrahy Parking
Garage to be constructed immediately.

•

Dedicate funding, equipment, and
academic resources to the Product
Prototyping and Evaluation Lab.
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One Year to
Five Years

Six Months to
One Year

Long-Term:

Medium-term:
•

•

•

Identify 3 to 5 potential private and
institutional anchor partners and
implement a partnership to guide
collaboration and solicit up to $5 million
in financial commitments.
Complete master planning process, in
order to develop a comprehensive
infrastructure, parks, and open space
strategy to support the development of
high quality urban amenities.
Commit staff and budget to transform
National Grid site to better connect the
district to South Street Landing.

•

Begin construction on Wexford Phase I
and Garrahy Parking Garage.

•

Encourage the
residential units.

•

Commence implementation of master
plan and urban realm strategy.

•

Create a transit link to train station.

•

Construct a signature park project.

•

Develop a signature bridge.

•

Provide at least $1 million in publicsector funding to support workforce
development initiatives in partnership
with local academic institutions.

•

Complete transformation of National
Grid site.

•

Involve all levels of government to
contribute at least $10 million in
funding to support infrastructure fund.

•

Attract one to two leading corporations
to establish research lab or center.

creation

of

500
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Cost and Resources
The State and City should commit significant financial resources to
create the Innovation and Design District which Providence needs to
grow its 21st century economy. Below are estimates of funding
requirements. All near-term and long-term capital needs will need to be
refined and analyzed based on specific designs for each element.

Signature Bridge
Enhancing the design excellence of the pedestrian bridge will require
meaningful funding on top of the existing dedicated funds. The bridge
should be a significant feature and relate to District identity.

Committed Funds - $45M

Transportation Infrastructure
A well-planned transit system from the Providence Amtrak station with
potential continued service to Green Airport is essential to future
corporate attraction. Without a seamless intermodal transit connection
to the District, the significance of the train station as a draw to future
occupants would be materially diminished.

Garrahy Parking Garage
Developing the Garrahy Parking Garage should move forward and be
implemented on pace to deliver at the same time or prior to the
delivery of Wexford’s Phase I. Providence should ensure that all
legislative impediments are removed so bonds can be issued
immediately, independent from future development proposals.

Anticipated Near-Term Funds - $30M to $40M
Signature Park
Implementing a heavily programmed signature park at the center of the
Providence Innovation and Design District and a network of supporting
parks throughout the Jewelry District and Providence Waterfront is
expected to cost approximately $1 million per acre. Funding should be
focused on its high-quality design, governance, and operation and
maintenance strategy.
National Grid
Transforming the National Grid site and connecting the I-195 Lands with
the South Street Landing project is critical for a cohesive Phase 1. In
addition to the seawall reconstruction, the footbridge and waterfront
land adjacent to the Providence Innovation and Design District are not
yet designed and are without a designated funding source. These
infrastructure improvements require certainty of execution and funding.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Anticipated Long-Term Funds - $30M to $40M

Public Realm and Infrastructure Improvements
Addressing the physical neglect throughout the Jewelry District can
attract new development and help catalyze economic growth in the
area.

Anticipated Annual Funds - $2M to $3M
O&M Funding for Innovation Center
Ensuring the continued operations and maintenance funding for an
Innovation Center focused on step-up space, incubation, workforce
development, and public programming activities is critical for ongoing
success.
Organizing Entity
Creating and funding a dedicated entity with sufficient staffing, tools,
resources, and a mandate to convene anchor partners and key public
stakeholders and agencies is necessary to progress key actions to create
the Providence Innovation and Design District.
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Public Sector’s Actions to Cultivate Innovation in Providence.
Partners

•
•

Align 3 to 5 partners around a common district vision and plan.
Seek sizeable financial commitments from partners.

Ecosystem
Collaboration

•
•

Ensure creation of a 50,000 square foot innovation hub.
Prioritize co-location of institutions, incubators and established firms.

Urban Realm

•
•
•

Support the development of the high quality urban amenities.
Partner with Wexford to create a 200,000 SF to 400,000 SF initial phase.
Encourage partners to motivate 500 employees to move to district.

Workforce
Development

•
•

Provide $1M to partners for non-academic incubator & dorm creation.
Support a coop program resulting in 500 local placements per year.

Financing

•
•

Involve all levels of government to contribute at minimum $10M in funding.
Ensure tools and resources are available to fund physical improvements.

Brand

•
•

Come to agreement on a sectoral focus.
Utilize sectoral focus to attract new corporate tenants.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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APPENDIX #1
I-195 Implementation Work Session | October 20, 2015

Providence I-195 Lands
Innovation District

Implementation Work Session | October 20, 2015

A successful Providence innovation district must address six areas.
Partners

Facilitating institutional, anchor, and government collaboration.

Ecosystem
Collaboration

Ensuring tools, resources and physical spaces promote a culture of innovation.

Urban Realm

Creating density and mix of uses that attracts innovative talent and firms.

Workforce
Development

Ensuring education and training exists to fill the innovation talent pipeline.

Financing

Brand

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Funding capital improvement and operating programs to support innovation.

Identifying industry sectoral strengths to focus innovation district development.
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To identify potential growth engines, Brookings & Battelle engaged in a rigorous
analysis of Rhode Island’s industries, competencies, and market relevance.
Industry Clusters
Identification

Core Competency
Identification

Specialized industries

Industry patent specializations

Growing industries

Industry patent networks

Networks of related industries

Academic publication clusters

Prevalence of “good jobs”

Assessment of Lineof-Sight to
Significant Markets

Academic centers of excellence
Start-up momentum and capital
Technology deployment

Recommended
Target Growth
Areas
Areas where Rhode Island has real, differentiating potential
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Seven high-potential growth areas are emerging from the analysis – five
of which touch the I-195 district directly.

Advanced

Opportunity

Biomedical Innovation

Cyber & Data Analytics

Transport, Distribution,
& Logistics

Advanced Business
Services

Design, Materials, &
Custom Manufacturing

Arts, Education, &
Tourism

Maritime

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Takeaways from the industry analysis highlight the need for a dynamic
urban space to anchor the state’s miscellaneous innovation activities.
• A proliferation of individually very small industries argues against
a narrow focus when it comes to industry development.
• However, numerous interconnections across industries and clusters
allow for the identification of promising areas of significant future
growth potential.
• The numerous interconnections also provide the rationale for
“platform” strategies that broadly address the fundamentals of
advanced industry growth.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Lessons from similarly sized cities can provide guidance for Providence.
Population

Jobs

Type

St. Louis

320,000

220,000

Anchor Plus

2002

Detroit

710,000

230,000

Anchor Plus

2010

WinstonSalem

230,000

130,000

Re-imagined Urban Area

2002

KitchenerWaterloo

480,000

280,000

Anchor Plus

1997

Baltimore

620,000

310,000

Anchor Plus

2003

Buffalo

260,000

130,000

Anchor Plus

2011

Providence

180,000

100,000

TBD
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Start Year

TBD
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Case studies from comparable cities.

Partners

Ecosystem
Collaboration

Urban Realm

Workforce
Development

Financing

Brand

St. Louis

KitchenerWaterloo

St. Louis

Baltimore

Detroit

St. Louis

Detroit

St. Louis

WinstonSalem

KitchenerWaterloo

Buffalo

WinstonSalem

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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St. Louis’ Cortex Innovation Community is a successful model of public and
private sector collaboration supporting innovation district formation.

Partners

Ecosystem
Collaboration

Urban Realm

Workforce
Development

Financing

Brand

St. Louis

KitchenerWaterloo

St. Louis

Baltimore

Detroit

St. Louis

Detroit

St. Louis

WinstonSalem

KitchenerWaterloo

Buffalo

WinstonSalem

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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200 acres of mixed-use office, residential, hotel, and retail space is
supported by 5 public, private, and institutional anchors.

OVERVIEW
200-acre mixed-use innovation hub for
bioscience and technology R&D and
commercialization founded in 2002.

CURRENT COMPONENTS
•
•
•
•
•

1 million SF of new and rehab space
$350 million in total investment
Over 1,000 residential units
200 companies
3,600 employees working in district

West End Lofts residential development

ANCHOR PARTNERS
•
•
•
•
•

Washington University in St. Louis
University of Missouri – St. Louis
City of St. Louis & State of Missouri
Wexford Science & Technology
BJC Healthcare

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

@4240 office and lab space
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200 acres of mixed-use office, residential, hotel, and retail space is
supported by 5 public, private, and institutional anchors.

ECOSYSTEM COLLABORATION
•
•
•
•

Cambridge Innovation Center
TechShop
BioGenerator
Center for Emerging Technologies

BIO-AGRITECH BRAND
•
•
•

Partners, anchors, and tenants

LemnaTec (plant phenotyping)
Kaiima (agricultural innovation)
Solae (food sciences)

URBAN REALM
•
•
•
•

New MetroLink station
Enhanced retail
Linear parks
Improved streetscapes

BioGenerator Labs
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Cortex’s recent focus on mixed-use development has attracted tenants.
2002

Partnership
action

Cortex founded by four regional anchors made of
universities, medical centers, and non-profits.

Public-sector
intervention

2005
2006
2010

Cortex submitted master redevelopment plan to city.

2012

Phase II announced, Cortex partnered with Wexford to transform vision to
vibrant mixed-use district.

Major bio-agritech firm Solae constructed headquarters.

Private-sector
action

Phase I completed, including 370,000 square feet of
office and lab space developed by anchors, along with
first residential component.

Milestones

TIF district approved by City of St. Louis.

2013
2014
2015

Future
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Cambridge Innovation Center and Cofactor Genomics committed to Cortex.

Major tenants announced: IKEA, Boeing Ventures, Husch Blackwell LLP
Cortex announced new MetroLink stop funded by federal TIGER grant
4.5 million square feet of mixed-used development and 13,000 jobs
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The public-sector supported Cortex over the years through infrastructure
subsidies, tax incentives, and urban realm investments.
Tax Credits (City, State)
2003: Missouri Development Finance Board approves $12 million in 2:1 tax credits designed to
spur the construction of Cortex’s first phase.
2008: City of St. Louis supported the development of Wexford’s Center for Emerging
Technologies with $8 million worth of historic preservation and brownfield remediation tax
credits.

Tax Increment Financing District (City)
2012: St. Louis Increment Financing Commission granted Cortex $168 million in TIF financing, of
which $32 million was granted to IKEA in 2014.

Urban Realm Improvements (City)
2012: City of St. Louis contributed $15 million for new streetscapes and a linear public park in
the Innovation Community, known as Cortex Commons.

Transportation Commitments (Federal, State)
2013: Missouri Department of Transportation contributed $16 million towards the new I-64
interchange leading into the Innovation Community.
2014: Federal Department of Transportation awarded St. Louis over $10 million for new
MetroLink station construction in the Cortex Innovation Community.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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St. Louis: Relevant lessons to address Partnership, Ecosystem
Collaboration, Urban Realm, and Brand.
1. Cortex required an initial investment of $29 million from committed
anchor partners to successfully launch and develop first phase of
innovation district.

2. The City of St. Louis granted Cortex the power to leverage tax-increment
financing to raise over $150 million.
3. Cortex developed a variety of diverse spaces to support ecosystem
collaboration across sectors.
4. Innovation District grew in phase II due to Cortex’s decision to engage
master developer Wexford with a focus on mixed-use communities.

5. Cortex’s tenant attraction strategy leveraged St. Louis’ underlying
regional agri-tech brand and sectoral strengths.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Midtown Detroit’s coordinated anchor and financing strategy brought
new residents, businesses, and development to a new neighborhood.

Partners

Ecosystem
Collaboration

Urban Realm

Workforce
Development

Financing

Brand

St. Louis

KitchenerWaterloo

St. Louis

Baltimore

Detroit

St. Louis

Detroit

St. Louis

WinstonSalem

KitchenerWaterloo

Buffalo

WinstonSalem

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Place-based economic development in Midtown Detroit has been
supported by coordinated initiatives between anchor institutions.

OVERVIEW
Revitalization strategy financed by the Kresge and
Hudson-Webber Foundations to support techbusiness formation and facilitate anchor
collaboration between Wayne State, Detroit
Medical Center, and Henry Ford Health System.

ANCHOR PARTNERS
•
•
•

TechTown Innovation District

Live Midtown: Provides employees of three
anchors with four different incentives to live
and invest in Midtown homes.
Source Detroit: Encourages three anchors to
identify strategic areas for local procurement.
Hire Detroit: Helps local residents access
employment at three anchor institutions

INNOVATION DISTRICT FINANCING
•

Master plan and implementation of TechTown
innovation district financed by public-sector.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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As a first step, philanthropic leaders financed and commissioned an
anchor institution strategy and master plan.
2000

General Motors partners with Wayne State and the Henry
Ford Foundation to form the Techtown Innovation District.

2004

General Motors contributed 135,000 SF building and led
$12 million renovation to house Tech Town’s initial phase.

2010

Detroit’s philanthropic community commissioned anchor
strategy.

Partnership
action
Public-sector
intervention
Private-sector
action
Milestones

2011

Implementation began with launch of Midtown Detroit Inc.,
overseeing partnership committed to local purchasing and
downtown living initiative for employees.

2014

Over 2,000 people used $8 million in anchor resources to relocate into the
district, while at least $16 million in anchor spending transferred to Detroitbased businesses through Source Detroit initiative.

2014

Public-sector helped fund TechTown Innovation District’s first co-working space.

Future
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Midtown Detroit and TechTown aim to implement large-scale public-realm plan
to support growth of innovation spaces and facilitate anchor collaboration.
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Midtown Detroit has benefitted from strong public sector and
philanthropic support.

Philanthropic Community (Local)
2010: The Kresge Foundation, Knight Foundation, JPMorgan Chase Foundation, and
Hudson-Webber Foundation initiated anchor strategy program and continue to work
closely with resulting initiatives.

TechTown Innovation District Funding (Local, State, and Federal)
Ongoing: TechTown Innovation District is partially funded by the Michigan Economic
Development Corporation, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, and
Michigan Small Business Development Center, along with major local foundations and
universities.

Midtown Detroit Inc. (Local)
Ongoing: Over six public entities contribute over $1 million annually towards the
community development organizations ongoing work to revitalize Midtown Detroit.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Detroit: Relevant lessons to address Partnership and Financing.
1. Midtown Detroit’s strategic revitalization was led and funded by a
consortium of local foundations, which directly catalyzed major
public-sector involvement and contributions.
2. Three major anchor partners built coordinated strategies to help
strengthen Midtown Detroit.
3. Public-sector largely funded $1.5 million, 20,000 square foot
renovation of co-working space, and provided a $1 million grant
to launch the Detroit Technology Exchange Venture Accelerator,
supporting ecosystem collaboration.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Winston-Salem is concentrating development at the “Wake Forest
Innovation Quarter” in former downtown tobacco factories.
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Encompassing 145 acres and employing over 3,000 people, the Wake
Forest Innovation Quarter is revitalizing downtown Winston-Salem.

OVERVIEW
$500 million innovation district encompassing 2.5
million square feet of mixed-use space.

ANCHOR PARTNERS
•
•
•
•

City of Winston-Salem & State of
North Carolina
Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center
Wake Forest University
Wexford Science and Technology

Wake Forest Innovation Quarter

CURRENT COMPONENTS
•
•
•

16 buildings with office, academic, research,
and wet-lab space.
180,000 square feet of Wet Lab LaunchPad
collaborative accelerator space for start-ups.
Conference center with 15 rooms, an
auditorium, and a 7,500 square foot atrium

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Wexford Wake Forest BioTech Center
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Encompassing 145 acres and employing over 3,000 people, the Wake
Forest Innovation Quarter is revitalizing downtown Winston-Salem.

BRANDING
•
•
•

City officials intent on rebranding WinstonSalem into a hub for information management
and pharmaceutical technology.
Built two floors of wet laboratory space to
support biotech research and testing.
Nearly 1/3rd of Innovation Quarter employees
work at Inmar Inc. – a leader in data analytics
and solutions.

Streetscape Improvements

URBAN REALM
•
•
•

•
•

Created destination programmed park in
center of Innovation Quarter.
Relocated three rail lines.
Added street trees, improved sidewalks,
widened streets, and buried power lines.
Created stormwater retention pond.
Building new roads to improve connectivity.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Bailey Park
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The Wake Forest Innovation Quarter is halfway into a 25-year master
planned build-out.
1994
2002

Wake Forest School of Medicine moved into vacated R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. warehouse with 8 researchers.
Organization of academic, business, and government
leaders announced major expansion in 2002, developing
a master plan for the quarter.

Partnership
action
Public-sector
intervention

Private-sector
action

2005

R.J. Reynolds donated 38 acres of land in downtown
Winston-Salem.

2008

State and Federal governments financed the creation of infrastructure
by moving rail lines, burying transmission lines, and more.

2012

$100 million 250,000 square foot Wake Forest BioTech Place developed
by Wexford opens, using State historic preservation tax credits.

2013

Center for Design Innovation partnership opened on 4 acres of land
bought by the State of North Carolina.

Future
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Milestones

By 2028, built-out mixed-use district to cover over 200 acres, offer 6
million square feet of space, and create more than 20,000 jobs.
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The Wake Forest Innovation Quarter benefitted from public investments
that cleared the path for development.

Urban Realm Financing (State and Federal)
2008: State and federal funding financed the relocation of Norfolk Southern Railroad
lines, burying Duke Energy transmission lines, and construction of a new rail bridge to
ready the Innovation Quarter for development.

Tax Incentives (State)
2012 - present: North Carolina’s tax credits program for historic building restoration
provided over $140 million in investment capital for renovations in the Innovation
Quarter, $34 million of which were used by Wexford to support BioTech Place
redevelopment.

Direct Capital Funding (State)
2010: State of North Carolina contributed $10 million to purchase 4 acres of land for
a new development to house the Center for Design Innovation’s advanced technology
research and education programs.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Winston-Salem: Relevant lessons to address Urban Realm and Brand.
1. Major private anchor institution leveraged a unique opportunity in
Winston-Salem’s downtown core to repurpose vacant tobacco
factories and warehouses, inspiring development of master plan
for innovation district.
2. Public-sector supported the creation of infrastructure and removal
of physical barriers to prepare downtown land for redevelopment
into innovation district.
3. Innovation district developed distinct brand in conjunction with
attracting prominent local and regional tenants to innovation
district.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The Kitchener-Waterloo Innovation District is a model for collaboration
between universities, private companies, and innovation centers.
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HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The Kitchener-Waterloo region has seen nearly 2,000 new tech startups
form since 2010, raising more than C$650 million of investment.

OVERVIEW
Mid-sized city situated between Toronto and
Detroit with nearly 500,000 people known for
thriving technology and venture capital sector.

ANCHOR PARTNERS
•

Communitech: 50,000 square foot
innovation center offering comprehensive
range of services to entrepreneurs

•

Large tech firms: Google, Intel, Electronic
Arts, SAP

•

University of Waterloo: Offers Velocity
incubation program with Communitech
and co-op placements in local tech firms.

University of Waterloo Velocity Garage

Communitech and Google Offices
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The Kitchener-Waterloo region has seen nearly 2,000 new tech startups
form since 2010, raising more than C$650 million of investment.

ECOSYSTEM COLLABORATION
•

Communitech, Google, and University of
Waterloo share new City-redeveloped
innovation space in downtown. Serves as
hub of city’s entrepreneurial activity, with
collaborative spaces for tenants to share
ideas.

University of Waterloo Velocity Garage

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
•

University of Waterloo offers Velocity
program – a non-academic incubator and
dormitory for its most entrepreneurial
students. More than 100 companies
launched from Velocity into the KitchenerWaterloo region.

•

University of Waterloo students also
complete nearly 20,000 co-op
placements per year, many in KitchenerWaterloo’s tech ecosystem.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Communitech and Google Offices
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Kitchener-Waterloo’s success as a leading tech-innovation hub is
attributed to its strong entrepreneurial climate built over the years.

1997

Communitech founded by local tech leaders, including Jim
Balsillie, founder of RIM/Blackberry.

2004

City of Waterloo set up a C$110 million fund financed
through a 1.2% property tax increase over 10 years,
designed to attract innovation economy uses to downtown.

Partnership
action
Public-sector
intervention

Private-sector
action

2007

340,000 square foot Lang Tannery warehouse building
purchased by a developer and underwent a C$1 million
decontamination by the City.

2008

University of Waterloo launched Velocity program, a non-academic
incubator and dormitory for its most entrepreneurial students.

2010

Google moved into the rehabilitated Lang Tannery warehousing building,
from where it now operates its largest office in Canada.

2014

1,300 jobs moved downtown, while 500 startups registered with
Communitech in same time period.

Future
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Milestones

Major public-sector transportation investments, including C$800 million
light rail transit line between downtown and the University, underway.
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Public-sector investments and programs have supported nearly all techrelated initiatives in Kitchener-Waterloo.

Public Infrastructure (City)
2004: City set up C$110 million fund for an economic development program financed through a
1.2% property tax increase over 10 years. This fund subsidized new development and
retrofitting in downtown Kitchener-Waterloo to support the downtown’s revitalization and
attract new firms.

Ongoing Provincial and Federal Funding (Province and Federal)
Ongoing: Special allocations from the provincial government are funding the University of
Waterloo’s Velocity incubator program, while all three levels of government provide
Communitech with C$15 million per year to support programming and workshops.

Transportation Investments (Local, State, and Federal)
2015: C$800 million light-rail transit line is being built between downtown Kitchener-Waterloo
and the University of Waterloo, funded by all three levels of government.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Kitchener-Waterloo: Relevant lessons to address Ecosystem Collaboration
and Workforce Development.
1. Local academic institution provides robust training, incubation, and
internship programs in collaboration with local tech firms to
strengthen talent pipeline.
2. Public-support enabled local university, innovation hub, and major
tech firms to co-locate in 340,000 square-foot adaptive reuse
facility with an emphasis on shared space.

3. Local tech leaders committed to creating innovation hub, raising C$5
million from the provincial government, funding programming, and
raising the brand of regional tech ecosystem.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Baltimore’s University of Maryland BioPark integrates workforce
development efforts into its state-of-the-art space program.
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HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The 12-acre BioPark will include 1.8 million square feet of lab and office
space in 12 buildings at final build-out in low-income West Baltimore.

OVERVIEW
University-associated research park that aims to
accelerate biotechnology commercialization while
supporting Baltimore’s broader economic
development goals through innovative
programming.

ANCHOR PARTNERS
•
•
•
•

University of Maryland BioPark

The University of Maryland Baltimore
The University of Maryland Medical System
Wexford Science and Technology
Advanced Particle Therapy (APT)

CURRENT COMPONENTS
•
•
•
•

470,000 SF of new space
$340 million in capital investment
34 companies
700 employees

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Six BioPark Facilities in West Baltimore
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The 12-acre BioPark will include 1.8 million square feet of lab and office
space in 12 buildings at final build-out in low-income West Baltimore.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
The BioPark is located in Poppleton, one of
Baltimore’s inner-city neighborhoods with an annual
per capita income of $16,000 and high crime rate.

New streetscapes and parks

The BioPark has undertaken the following initiatives:
• Partnered with the Baltimore City Community
College to offer a two-year associates degree
program at BioPark facilities for local high
school graduates.
•

Created a dedicated fund from tenant rent
payments to provide tech-literacy grants for
nearby high schools.

•

Improved connectivity and greened streets in
Baltimore’s Poppleton neighborhood,
improving services and increasing security.

•

Invested $1M in community and workforce
development programs through RFP process.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The BioPark has built linkages with its surrounding neighborhood through
a wide range of innovative programs.
2003

2005

University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) founds not-forprofit research park corporation and acquires and zones
5 acres of land from the City for biomedical research
office and laboratory use.

Partnership
action

BioPark opens Poppleton neighborhood public safety
substation.

Private-sector
action

Wexford Science & Technology submits proposal to
develop major $80 million, 240,000 SF bioscience space.

Public-sector
intervention

Milestones

2007

Wexford responds to and wins commercial building RFP. Proposal
included $1 million contribution to community and workforce development.

2009

BioPark creates two new public parks in Poppleton, and acquires vacant
neighborhood properties with Wexford.
BioPark launches joint associates degree program with Baltimore City
Community College, with support from federal government grant.

Future
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

12 buildings totaling 1.8 million SF, parking garages, landscaped parks,
and 3,000 employees.
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Large grants from the public-sector have supported the BioPark’s
community and workforce development efforts.

Neighborhood Infrastructure Improvements (State)
2008: UMB received approximately $2 million from the Maryland Department of
Transportation for traffic improvements along key thoroughfares in Poppleton.

Workforce Development Program Funds (Federal)
2008: UMB granted $600,000 and Baltimore City Community College granted $1.4
million to develop Life Sciences Initiative inside BioPark.

Federal and Local Development Funds (Local & Federal)
2005-2007: Wexford Science & Technology received $15 million in federal new
market tax credits to support development efforts on 10 acres of unused land
donated by the City.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Baltimore: Relevant lessons to address Workforce Development.
1. The University of Maryland proposed to develop the BioPark in an
unlikely low-income and troubled neighborhood, catalyzing new
real estate development, green spaces, safety initiatives, and
workforce programs.
2. Public-sector largely funded $2 million life-sciences workforce
development and educational program in an innovative coapplicant grant awarded to the Baltimore City Community College
and BioPark.
3. BioPark leveraged development RFP’s to ensure significant
contributions to workforce development initiatives from master
developer Wexford.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Governor Cuomo’s Buffalo Billion Investment Development Plan is an
unprecedented catalyst for entrepreneurship, innovation, and growth.
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The $1 billion investment in the Buffalo area economy funds over 15
projects that create thousands of jobs and spur new economic activity.

OVERVIEW
•
•

Developed at the request of Gov. Cuomo
by the Western New York Regional
Economic Development Council in 2013.
$1 billion investment plan directs funding
towards key enablers and high potential
sectors, some of which include:

Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
•

$225 million for Buffalo High-Tech
Manufacturing Innovation Hub for clean
energy businesses on former brownfield
steel production site.

HEALTH & LIFE SCIENCES
•

$50 million for Buffalo Medical Innovation
and Commercialization Hub for
biomedical research equipment and
facilities designed to attract private firms.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

High-Tech Manufacturing Innovation Hub
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The $1 billion investment in the Buffalo area economy funds over 15
projects that create thousands of jobs and spur new economic activity.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
•

Over $5 million for the 43North business
idea competition to promote
entrepreneurialism and start-up formation
in Buffalo

TOURISM
•

$20 million for Downtown Niagara Falls
development challenge RFP to attract
major investments from private sources to
help revitalize tourism.

Proposed private development in Niagara Falls

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
•

$10 million for Advance Buffalo
development and training programs to
develop talent to fill nearly 20,000
manufacturing jobs opening up by 2020.

43North
High-Tech Manufacturing Innovation Hub
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Buffalo: Relevant lessons to address Financing.
1. Governor-led commitment to revitalize economically depressed city
through $1 billion of multi-faceted and targeted capital
investment.
2. Identified both capital and program support needs, ensuring
adequate focus on innovation sector enablers such as
entrepreneurship, workforce development, and smart growth.

3. Released RFP’s for redevelopment to leverage private-sector input
in long-term revitalization process.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Providence’s strategies should be built on the successes from other
innovation districts.
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Case Studies: Program

Phase I Completion
# of Partners

St. Louis

Detroit

WinstonSalem

Baltimore

KitchenerWaterloo

8 years

4 years

10 years

5 years

10 years

5

3

5

3

3

Innovation Hub

32,000 SF 20,000 SF 180,000 SF 18,000 SF 44,000 SF

Phase 1

370,000 SF 135,000 SF 1.24M SF 470,000 SF 380,000 SF

Full Program

4.5M SF

TBD

6M SF

District Size (Acres)

200

149

145

12

5

Employment (jobs)

3,600

1,190

20,000

700

1,500

200

43

47

34

9

Tenants
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

1.8M SF 380,000 SF
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Case Studies: Funding
St. Louis

Detroit

WinstonSalem

Baltimore

KitchenerWaterloo

City

$191M

$6M

$50M

10 Acres

C$1.5M

State

$28M

$3M

$150M

$7M

C$31.5M

Federal

$10M

$2M

$59M

$17M

C$16M

Total Public Sector

$229M

$11M

$259M

$24M

C$49M

$29M

$2M

$2M

$5M

C$5M

$90M

$38M

$33M

$5M

C$30M

Initial Partner
Funding
Total Anchor/
Partner

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Case Studies: Key Lessons
Partners

Establish private and institutional commitments to vision and financial
participation for development and implementation.

Ecosystem
Collaboration

Create a hub for innovation activity, with shared offices and collaborative
programing.

Urban Realm

Engage a master developer who is committed to mixed-use development.

Workforce
Development

Encourage academic institutions to strengthen the talent pipeline.

Financing

Provide significant public financing to support capital and programing activities.

Brand

Incorporate regional sectoral strengths into the tenant attraction and marketing.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Providence’s Progress to Date
Partners

Brown, URI, JWU, RISD, Providence Foundation, Lifespan, and I-195
Commission are interested in future collaborations to create an innovation district.

Ecosystem
Collaboration

Cambridge Innovation Center is working to create a temporary innovation hub.

Urban Realm

Wexford/CV Partners are shaping the area and have expressed interested in
assuming the master developer role.

Workforce
Development

Key universities are expanding student retention efforts and further
collaborations between students and companies.

Financing

Brand

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

State approved a diverse funding toolkit to support innovation district
development.
Vision definition and identification of focus point are in development.
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Buildings are under development to house and attract innovation.

CV / Wexford
Phoenix Lincoln
Properties
(Student Housing)

Churchill and Banks
(Mixed Use)

Johnson and Wales
University Expansion
(Delivery July 2016)

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

South Street Landing
Mixed Use
(Delivery Aug 2016)
Anticipated temporary CIC location
I-195 Lands
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The proposed development represents a sizeable amount of new space.

60,000 SF
Academic

810,000 SF Lab Space
290,000 SF Hotel,
Residential, & Parking

500 Student Beds
10,000 SF Retail

JWU Expansion
(Under Construction)

CV /Wexford Life Sciences
(Proposed)

Phoenix Lincoln
(Proposed)

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

265,000 SF Academic
220 Student Beds
650 Parking Spaces

12,000 SF Office
3,000 SF Retail
45 Housing Units

South Street Landing
(Under Construction)

Churchill and Banks
(Proposed)
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The Innovation District must be larger than the I-195 Lands.

Capital Center
College Hill

DownCity
Fox Point

Federal Hill

Jewelry District

Hospital District
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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How can the public sector ensure the new projects are more than a
collection of buildings?

1

Cultivate true commitments from partners aligned
around a common vision.

2

Create an environment encouraging collaboration
among partners and ecosystem actors.

3

Define roles of partners and public sector.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The public, private and institutional partnership needs to be
supported by funds and staff to implement.

Private
Public

Institutions

(Federal, State,
Local)

Staff &
Resources

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Public Sector’s Actions to Cultivate Innovation in Providence.
Partners

•
•

Align 3 to 5 partners around a common innovation district vision and plan.
Seek financial commitments from partners in the order of $3M to $4M.

Ecosystem
Collaboration

•
•

Ensure creation of a 50,000 square foot innovation hub.
Prioritizing co-location of institutions, incubators and established firms.

Urban Realm

•
•
•

Support the development of the high quality urban amenities.
Partner with Wexford to create a 200,000 SF to 400,000 SF initial phase.
Encourage partners to motivate 500 employees to move to district.

Workforce
Development

•
•

Provide $1M to partners for non-academic incubator & dorm creation.
Support a coop program resulting in 500 local placements per year.

Financing

•
•

Involve all levels of government to contribute at minimum $10M in funding.
Ensure tools and resources are available to fund physical improvements.

Brand

•
•

Come to agreement on a sectoral focus.
Utilize sectoral focus to attract new corporate tenants.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Discussion:

• Are the strawman targets feasible?
• What is the sequencing of these actions?
• How can Providence execute these actions?

• Does implementation require prior additional tools?

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Providence I-195 Lands
Innovation District

Implementation Work Session | October 20, 2015

APPENDIX #2
I-195 Lands – Development Framework | July 2015

DRAFT

I-195 Lands
Development Framework | July 2015

Innovation districts are meaningful economic drivers for 21st century cities.

Industrial District

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Office District

Innovation District
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Companies that create jobs want to be in vibrant mixed-use neighborhoods.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Providence can create an innovation district if it encourages a balanced
mix of uses.

Retail/
Entertainment
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Jobs

Residential
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The City’s strong bones and charm provide for a high quality of life.

Walkable Streets and Riverfront

Top-Rated Restaurants

Beautiful Architecture

Regional Accessibility

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Stakeholders are optimistic about new State and City leadership...

Governor Raimondo

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Mayor Elorza
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…And the City and the State are working together to enact impactful
tools to ignite economic development.
State of Rhode Island

City of Providence



Rebuild Rhode Island
Tax Credits



As-of-right tax
stabilization



Tax Increment Financing





First Wave Closing Fund

Development process
transparency



Investment in public
realm infrastructure





Housing Development
Finance Fund

Property tax increment
financing for
infrastructure
improvements

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

I-195 Lands


I-195 Redevelopment
Project Fund
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Since 2000, Downtown Providence has gained nearly 400 residential
units, and contains a larger proportion of young people than the City.

City of Providence

Downtown

177,000 Residents
(41% ages 15-34)

3,250 Residents
(65% ages 15-34)

Source: ESRI
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The I-195 Lands are generating strong development projects, with
partnerships being developed between public and private entities.

265,000 SF Academic
220 Student Beds
650 Parking Spaces

60,000 SF Academic

South Street Landing
(Under Construction)

Johnson and Wales Expansion
(Under Construction)

255,000 SF Stadium

810,000 SF Lab Space
290,000 SF Hotel,
Residential, & Parking

Pawtucket Red Sox Stadium
(Proposed)

CV Properties/Wexford Life Sciences
(Proposed)

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Yet, DownCity and the Jewelry District represent only16% of Citywide
employment.
11%

15%

18%

40%
of City
jobs

25%
10%
4%
7%
13%

11%
6%
6%
6%

8%
6%

Education
31%

Professional*
8%
19%
2%

36%

30%

Providence MSA

City of Providence

414,000 Jobs

111,000 Jobs

Healthcare

27%

Public Administration
FIRE
Construction and Manufacturing
Other/Services

Downtown
DownCity
& Jewelry District
18,000 Jobs

Source: LEHD On the Map, “Professional” includes Information, Professional, Scientific, & Technical Services, and Management
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Residential development has only been successful when matched with
State historic tax credits and tax stabilization deals.
665

State Historic Tax
Credit expired
502
432
324

234
170

0

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

23

2011

0

2012

0

2013

2014

Source: REIS, City of Providence rental apartment completions in complexes with more than 40 units
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The development pipeline is almost entirely driven by anchor institutions.
Project

Type

RIC Nursing

Institutional, Healthcare

Achievement First - Oliver Perry School

Institutional, Education

South Street Landing

Institutional, Healthcare & Education

Providence College Basketball Practice Facility

Institutional, Education

Ronald McDonald House

Institutional, Healthcare

Roger Williams Law School

Institutional, Education

JWU Academic/Humanities Building

Institutional, Education

Brown School of Engineering

Institutional, Education

Eagle Street Lofts

Private Market, Residential

Alco II

Private Market, Mixed Use

55 Cromwell

Private Market, Mixed Use

Moses Brown: Preforming Arts

Institutional, Education

Moses Brown: Library Renovation

Institutional, Education

The Fogarty Building

Private Market, Hotel

Pawtucket Red Sox Ballpark

Institutional, Entertainment

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The City’s property tax is burdensome on private development.
Municipal Tax Structures

City

Commercial

Residential

Providence

$36.75

$33.75

Boston

$31.96

$29.52

Lowell

$31.75

$15.48

Quincy

$31.61

$14.60

Worcester

$30.85

$20.07

$110 M

Cambridge

$21.50

$19.29

in ‘lost’ tax revenue

40%
share of tax-exempt
property

Source: Atlantic Cities “Uneasy Peace between Cash-Strapped City and Its Prestigious Non-Profits”
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Providence’s anchor institutions have had limited success in
commercializing their research.

Annual Science R&D
Expenditures
Annual Licensing
Profits

ROI

Brown U.

U. Penn

$361M

$828M

$1.6M

$14.0M

0.4%

1.7%

Source: National Science Foundation, National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics, Higher Education Research and
Development Survey, FY 2013. AUTM Licensing Activity Survey: FY2011. Providence institutions with reported R&D
expenditures include Brown, URI, RIC, and Providence College.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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And Downtown Providence has yet to achieve the residential and job
density necessary to support market driven investments.
Residential and Job Density per Acre
63

Population Density
Job Density
37

34

30
23

29
19

21

18

23

20
12

15
7

Philadelphia Philadelphia
CBD
University City

Newark
CBD

Baltimore
CBD

Providence
CBD

Hartford
CBD

St. Louis
CBD

Source: International Downtown Association, “Downtown Rebirth: Documenting the Live-Work Dynamic of 21st Century U.S.
Cities.”
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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What is the role of the I-195 Lands?

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The I-195 Lands are an incoherent “residual” that must be integrated into
multiple adjacent neighborhoods.
Capital Center
College Hill

DownCity
Federal Hill

Fox Point
Jewelry District

Hospital District
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Providence’s innovation district must include more than the I-195 Lands.
District

District Area

% of City

1,530 acres

1.8%

Boston Seaport Innovation

700 acres

2.3%

St. Louis Cortex Innovation

350 acres

0.9%

San Francisco Mission Bay

300 acres

1.0%

Kendall Square

115 acres

2.5%

80 acres

0.2%

310 acres

1.6%

25 acres

0.2%

320 acres

2.7%

Philadelphia University City

East Baltimore Science & Technology Park
Average (not including University City outlier)
Providence I-195 Lands
Providence DownCity and Jewelry District
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Innovation districts are generated by a strong underlying economy or
induced by collaborative public-private efforts.

Induced

Market-driven

DUMBO,
Brooklyn

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

SOMA,
San Francisco

Kendall Square,
Cambridge

University City,
Philadelphia

Cortex,
St. Louis
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A complementary mix of uses is essential to all innovation district’s success.

Retail and
Entertainment

Residential

Innovation
Activity

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The Jewelry District, DownCity and I-195 Lands are big enough to
support an innovation district.

30.7M SF

Proposed SF

29.1M SF

Existing SF
Future Buildout
20.0M SF
16.3M SF
12.6M SF
2.4M SF

8.4M SF
10.4M SF

Philadelphia Boston Seaport
Cambridge
University City Innovation District Kendall Square
District
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

San Francisco
Mission Bay

3.7M SF

Providence
St. Louis Cortex East Baltimore
Jewelry District
Innovation
Eager/Science &
& DownCity
Community
Technology Park
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But Providence’s high vacancy and low density are hindering the
innovation ecosystem.

Kendall Square

DownCity and
Jewelry District

124,000

32,500

SF per Acre

SF per Acre

4%

18%

Office Vacancy Rate

Office Vacancy Rate

0.4M

1.2M

SF Unused Office Space

SF Unused Office Space

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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What elements are necessary to
facilitate an innovation district?

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Successful innovation districts contain the following components:

Human Capital

Training services, incubation support,
workforce development programs

Infrastructure

Real estate (typically subsidized),
financial resources, business support
services, branding

Activity

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Supporting research, ideation, and
practices with an emphasis on
commercialization
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Commercializing innovation relies on the interaction of multiple factors.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Business
Community
Support

Student
Retention

Academic
Research

Startup
Culture

I-195 Lands – Development Framework | 24

An economy driven by innovation needs broad strategies and tools.

Student Retention

Startup Culture

Academic Research

Business Community
Support
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

• Improve downtown quality of life
• Promote student loan forgiveness tool

• Broaden access to Angel Investors
• Expand incubators, meetups, & competitions

• Encourage collaboration between anchors
• Establish Economic Development Officer

• Leverage alumni connections at top companies
• Increase awareness of resources

I-195 Lands – Development Framework | 25

What steps can be taken to create an
innovation district on the I-195 Lands?

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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To ensure the pipeline projects are successful, the State and City should
focus their efforts in five areas.

 Build Partner Capacity and Facilitate Collaboration
 Support Functional Development Economics
 Incentivize the Appropriate Program
 Empower a Governance Structure with Impactful Tools
 Establish Urban Design Excellence

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Partner Capacity: Build capacity by supporting facilities development
and fostering collaborative organizations.

Build required
anchor facilities

Create new
organizational dynamics

• Incentivize

• Promote new

• Motivate through

• Invite new anchors to

through
grants and tax credits in
State’s toolbox
competitions

partnerships supported by
multiple anchors
enter the market

Public sector support is critical to unlocking partner capacity

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Development Economics: Rebalance supply and demand by increasing
residential density and desirability of Downtown.

1.2M
SF Unused Office Space

1,200 – 1,700
Residential Units
Note: Assumes 700 - 1,000 SF per residential unit.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Program: Encourage a proportional mix of R&D, amenities and
residential uses to foster the innovation district.

Can Downtown
Providence
double its
residential density
in 10 years?

R&D

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Amenities

Residential
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Governance: Empower a meaningful entity who is equipped to provide
consistent public investment, support and management.

Amend the mission of the I-195 Commission to oversee the creation
of a broader innovation district.
OR

Create a new public-private organization with new powers to
implement the public sector’s vision for the innovation district.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Urban Design: Require investments by anchor institutions to improve the
public realm.

High Line
New York, NY

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

New World Center
Miami, FL

Via Verde
Bronx, NY
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Next Steps:


Determine the public sector’s investment priorities



Identify the organization who can guide the district’s development



Gauge Providence’s ability to cultivate an anchor institution to champion



Ascertain a method for funding necessary public realm improvements

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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